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Dear Friends, Alumni & Boosters, 
  
 January 31  Our third road meet of the season had the team 
traveling to a new location for the first time in a while.  We would be heading to 
Chicago to compete against Ill-Chicago which is also in our South Central 
Region for gymnastics.  Peter Jansson and his wife Mary run a quality program 
and we were sure it would be a good meet.  Additionally it is also a 
homecoming for Andi as she grew up about 20 minutes from the UIC campus.  
After we arrived in the Windy City, Andi’s family hosted the team to a very nice 
Dinner at the McCabe residence.  As in our northern California trip, it is 
always a treat for the team to get a home cooked meal.  It can be quite an 
undertaking but the team really enjoys it and appreciates it.  I want to 
personally thank Don & Sharron McCabe for their hospitality and generosity. 

We really focused on our preparation as I felt the team needed to get 
back on track mentally after last weekend at Stanford.  Monica was dealing 
with some ligament soreness in her back and I decided to take her out of as 
much as I could to help her start to recover.  She would sit out of Beam & Floor 
for the first time in 27 meets.  We were also going to up our difficulty a little in 
our prep for the post-season.  Andi and Schelly were both going to introduce 
double back saltos on their 3rd tumbling pass which is extremely difficult.  This 
would give us 3 athletes performing this (Katie has always performed this way) 
and some of the hardest tumbling we had come across this year. 
 As the visiting team, our rotation would be Bars, Vault, Floor then finally 
Beam.  We were looking for a good start and the Bar team responded although 
there was some anxious moments when our 2nd routine fell.  The scores were: 
Andi-9.775, Stevie-9.0, Sheehan-9.775, Schelly-9.85, Monica-9.875, & Duce-
9.8.  It was a positive first step into the competition with an event score of 
49.075.  Aubrey and Jessamyn finished our Bar work with 2 exhibition 
routines that scored 9.775 & 9.075 respectively.   
 We rotated to vault with the same line-up as last week and hopefully the 
same quality results that the Vault team had delivered all year.  Another 
character moment arose when Aubrey fell on her vault, as she is the first 
athlete to perform.  This meant that the other five had just “a little” extra 
pressure to not let the team down.  They came through and the scores were: 
Aubrey-9.05, Erin-9.725, Monica-9.8, Abby-9.85, Schelly-9.825, and Andi-
9.85.  Amanda then performed for the first time this season with a 9.15 on an 
exhibition vault.  It was a second 49 with the event total being 49.05 and our 
running team score was 98.125.  We were on a good pace and had the lead by 
.55 at the halfway point of the meet. 



 We rotated to floor with a new line-up, Jessamyn would perform and 
Monica would sit.  We really made up for last week’s mistakes as the floor team 
really went out with intense focus.  The scores were: Stevie-9.8, Duce-9.8, 
Jessamyn-9.825, Andi-9.675, Schelly-9.75, and Katie-9.9.  Aubrey and Erin 
scored 9.35 and 9.625 on their exhibition efforts.  As I mentioned before, both 
Andi and Jamie S. upgraded their difficulty so there are going to be some 
growing pains.  They both scored a little under their “norm” but it will help us 
out in the long run.  We had another good event score, 49.075, and the team 
was competing well.   
 We rotated to our last event full of energy (even though it was below 0° 
outside) and ready to close this thing out.  The beam team did a great job 
hitting 7-for-7 and producing a final event score of 49.325.  The individual 
scores were: Duce-9.85, Stevie-9.725, Aubrey-9.925, Schelly-9.825, Sheehan-
9.825, Katie-9.9, and Andi-9.625 in exhibition.  Great routines to finish a good 
meet. 
 The final team scores for the meet were Arizona-196.525, UIC-194.45.  It 
was a very well run meet and even UIC had their high score so far this season.  
Andi & Abby tied for the 2nd spot on Vault.  Monica won the Bars title with 
Schelly 3rd.  Aubrey won the Beam title with Katie 2nd and Duce tying for 3rd.  
Katie won the Floor title with Jessamyn tying for 3rd and Schelly had a good 
overall meet placing 2nd in the All-Around.  We had a good, overall meet.  We 
introduced some new, difficult elements, were able to see some new routines 
out there on the floor, and we came away with a nice road score.  Mission 
accomplished… 
 
 February 6  Our second home meet of the season was our annual 
Pac-10 competition against California.  Pac-10 meets are always highly 
competitive but I felt the team was headed on the right track after our Chicago 
trip.  It was also a special night as it was our Alumni meet that included a 
special presentation to Mary Roby, whom our training facility is named after.  
There were line-up questions though.  Monica had had good week of practice 
and looked to be ready to resume her all-around duties.  Jessamyn needed to 
rest a chronic ankle condition and the day before meet, Jamie S. injured an 
ankle.  After quite a bit of line-up shuffling during warm-ups, we were ready to 
take on the Bears. 
 Our first event was Vault and due to the availability of vaulters, it was 
decided to give Katie her second chance at her newly acquired vault.  She has 
been looking good in practice, and her warm-up went well so I felt good about 
her keeping up the team score with Schelly out.  It is important to get out to a 
good start and the Vault team has been doing a great job all year.  The vaulters 
did the job with a great effort.  The scores were: Aubrey-9.775, Erin-9.775, 
Katie-9.825, Monica-9.95, Abby-9.925, and Andi-9.95.  It was by far our best 
vaulting collectively this year.  Every one fought hard for stuck landings and 
the scores reflected it.  One judge even gave Monica a 10.0 on her effort.  Our 
event score was a 49.425 but we only had a .2 lead heading into our second 
event. 
 We rotated to Bars and it was decided to simply insert Aubrey into 
Schelly’s vacated spot with Kristine performing in exhibition.  Andi and Stevie 
started us out with very strong efforts, scoring 9.85 & 9.8 respectively.  
Sheehan unfortunately then had a fall and a 9.075.  So Aubrey’s first official 
Bar performance would be under a bit of pressure.  She came through with a 



9.85 that put the team back on track.  Monica and Jamie D. then capped it off 
with 2 great routines, both scoring 9.925.   Kristine finished our Bar work with 
an 8.5 on her routine that had a fall, which cost her almost all of her bonus.  
On the positive side, it takes the entire team to “overcome” when adversity 
strikes, from the next competitor to the support from the rest of the team, all 
knowing the importance of the situation.  The team did a great job and our 
event score was a 49.35.  A very good score that put us up by .425 at the half 
way point of the meet. 
 We rotated to Beam and Monica would return to the line-up.  With Jamie 
S. on the sidelines, the other five performers from last week would be the same 
and Andi would again be performing an exhibition routine.  For the first four 
performances, the Beam team was running smoothly.  Those score were: Jamie 
D.-9.8, Stevie-9.675, Aubrey-9.85, and Monica-9.9.  Then there was a hiccup 
in the plan as both Sheehan and Katie had falls on skills normally “routine.”  
Their scores were 9.225 & 9.325 respectively and the team was going to count 
a fall in the final score.  Andi scored a 9.175 on her routine and our event score 
was a 48.55.  This is an athletic contest and although we had had some 
problems, our lead had grown a bit to .625 heading into our last event. 
 With intense focus and determination, we rotated to Floor.  I expected 
nothing short of a great rotation from the team.  Monica again would be back 
in the line-up and Aubrey was added as well due to Jessamyn sitting this meet 
out.  Stevie and Aubrey gave us a great start with scores of 9.85 & 9.825.  
Jamie D. had a great set going but had a fall on her last pass, scoring a 9.225.  
Undeterred, Andi, Monica and Katie picked it up scoring 9.9, 9.975 and 9.875.  
Amanda finished off our night with a 9.75 on a very good exhibition routine.  It 
was a great finish with a 49.425 event score and the final meet results were 
Arizona-196.75, California-195.2. 
 Overall, it was great to get such a good score even with a fall.  Although 
unplanned, we were also able to see a few more line-up variations, which will 
certainly aid us, as we get deeper into the season.  There were many good 
points individually as well.  Monica tied her personal record in the All-Around 
with a 39.75.  She also set personal highs on Vault & Floor with one judge 
scoring her at a 10.0 on each.  Simply a great meet.  Aubrey made her All-
Around debut and scored a very nice 39.3.  Jamie D. set a new high Bar score 
and Andi, a new high Floor score.  It was also nice for the visiting alumni and 
special guest, Mary Roby.  We will face another Pac-10 challenge next week, 
now could we PLEASE have the complete team available! 
 
 February 13 Friday the 13th would hopefully not be a nightmare at 
Gill as we headed to the northwest for our second Pac-10 road meet of the year.  
Our competition would be with Oregon St. and it looked to be a good one on 
paper.  Jessamyn and Jamie S. would still not be available but we were still 
going up with a potent line-up capable of competing well.   
 I am going to sum up the competition in one paragraph.  It was a fun, 
extremely close and competitive meet that exemplified what collegiate 
competition should be although the final result was a little bittersweet for us.  
Both teams went 23-for-24 and the falls didn’t occur until the last rotation.  Up 
to that point, both teams were competing very well, performing very high-level 
gymnastics.  After the first event, Bars, we had a score of 49.225 and we trailed 
the Beavers by .025.  After the second event, Vault, our score was 98.4 and the 
meet was tied.  At the end of the third rotation, Floor for us, our score was a 



147.725 and once again we trailed by just .025.  After Beam, our last event 
where we had our 1 fall, our final score was a 196.7, a very respectable away 
score.  Unfortunately we couldn’t quite finish the job as we lost the meet by 
0.25.  Close to 4,000 fans sat on the edge of their seats as 2 quality teams went 
at it with neither wanting to give it away. 
 There is a lot to be pleased with from this meet but for me, there is a lot 
to learn from this meet.  We still are far from having our strongest line-up on 
the floor and a few of the routines we put out there had uncharacteristic errors, 
which hopefully will not repeat themselves.  A number of the gymnasts’ (Andi, 
Sheehan, Duce) had outstanding meets but a few were slightly off.  It is just 
part of team gymnastics and these are the things we have to deal with and rise 
above as we head for the second half of the season.  Abby and Andi tied for first 
on Vault with 9.9.  Jamie D. finished 3rd on Bars with a 9.875.  Sheehan 
placed 3rd on Beam with a 9.875 and both Monica and Katie received 9.9 on 
Floor to tie for the title.  Aubrey finished 3rd in her second all-around 
performance with a 39.175.  We returned to Tucson with the goal of getting the 
injured team members healthy and the flawed routines cleaned up.   
 

 Vault   Beam  
1 Erin Muirhead 9.75 1 Jamie Duce 9.825 
2 Aubrey Taylor 9.8 2 Stevie Fanning 9.825 
3 Katie Johnson 9.875 3 Aubrey Taylor 9.725 
4 Monica Bisordi 9.775 4 Monica Bisordi 9.375 
5 Abby Pearson 9.9 5 Katie Johnson 9.725 
6 Andi McCabe 9.9 6 Sheehan Lemley 9.875 
   EX Kristine Harper 9.775 
      
 Bars   Floor  
1 Andi McCabe 9.75 1 Stevie Fanning 9.775 
2 Stevie Fanning 9.775 2 Aubrey Taylor 9.8 
3 Sheehan Lemley 9.825 3 Jamie Duce 9.85 
4 Aubrey Taylor 9.85 4 Andi McCabe 9.875 
5 Monica Bisordi 9.825 5 Monica Bisordi 9.9 
6 Jamie Duce 9.875 6 Katie Johnson 9.9 
   EX Erin Muirhead 9.75 

 
February 20 Our third home competition and second in February 

was against Pac-10 opponent, Washington.  They had been doing very well this 
year and I knew it would be a battle of who could perform under pressure.  The 
teams seemed evenly matched on paper and even the rankings prior to the 
meet agreed: Arizona #15, Washington #16.  We would still be without Jamie 
Schell and Jessamyn would only be available on an emergency basis.  Even 
though we were “thinner” than we would like, depth-wise, the team was 
focused to put out a great effort for the home crowd.   
 As the meet unfolded, I was getting a deja-vu effect from Corvallis.  Both 
teams were performing very good gymnastics and not missing.  We started with 
another great vault outing, scoring a 49.425, and lead the meet by .05 after one 
event.  We are starting to improve little-by-little on bars and this meet was our 
best overall effort to date.  The Bar team returned a 49.3, giving us a 98.725 at 
the halfway point.  We were on a 197 pace again but like last week, our 



opponent was also a national caliber team and was not going to lie down.  We 
lead the Huskies by only .225 as we rotated to Beam.  We had a good Beam 
effort although a few routines took a few wobbles that we wish we could get 
back.  Sheehan was the only miss on the Beam team and she fell while 
attempting a more difficult acrobatic series for the first time this season.  We 
still managed a 49, 49.075 to be exact, but Washington really delivered on floor 
and our lead was now gone and we were trailing by .05 with a score of 147.8.  
Floor is really a good event for us, but it was obvious that just good might not 
be good enough for this meet.  We marched to our last event with the intent of 
being nothing short of great.  I have to say that other than 1 or 2 slight landing 
deductions, the team accomplished that goal.  Our Floor total was a 49.5 and 
our resulting team score was a season-high, 197.3.  What was amazing is that 
Washington didn’t let up; in fact they went 24-for-24 and looked great.  When 
the final results were announced. The teams TIED! 
 It was the second straight week where it was a great meet, especially 
from a spectators point of view, and the meet came down to the last routine for 
both teams.  I can’t ever remember a regular season tie in my 14 years 
although we did tie with Stanford in the 1999 Pac-10 Championships.  It was 
also a very good meet for the gymnasts individually.  Monica placed second in 
the All-Around with a great score of 39.625 and won floor.  Andi placed second 
on Vault with Monica and Abby third.  Monica also placed second on Bars.  
Actually, pretty much everyone had a very good meet.  We met one of the best 
teams we have seen this year and rose to the challenge.  Jamie Holton, Kristine 
and Sheehan were also able to get in some exhibition work which will help me 
with future line-up decisions as we have 2 more meets in the next 7 days.  
After one day of rest, we are off to Dallas…  

 
 
 

 Vault   Beam  
1 Erin Muirhead 9.7 1 Jamie Duce 9.85 
2 Aubrey Taylor 9.85 2 Stevie Fanning 9.8 
3 Katie Johnson 9.85 3 Katie Johnson 9.75 
4 Monica Bisordi 9.9 4 Aubrey Taylor 9.8 
5 Abby Pearson 9.9 5 Monica Bisordi 9.875 
6 Andi McCabe 9.925 6 Sheehan Lemley 9.325 
EX Jamie Holton 9.625 EX Kristine Harper 9.125 
      
 Bars   Floor  
1 Andi McCabe 9.775 1 Stevie Fanning 9.875 
2 Stevie Fanning 9.825 2 Aubrey Taylor 9.85 
3 Sheehan Lemley 9.85 3 Jamie Duce 9.85 
4 Aubrey Taylor 9.85 4 Andi McCabe 9.9 
5 Monica Bisordi 9.9 5 Monica Bisordi 9.95 
6 Jamie Duce 9.875 6 Katie Johnson 9.925 
   EX Sheehan Lemley 9.8 

 
 
February 23 For the first time in a few years, we were going to 

compete twice with a very short turnaround.  The second meet in 4 days would 



take us to the Lone Star State to compete with Texas Women’s University as 
well as Louisiana State.  Texas is the home of Sheehan and for the third time 
this season, we were treated to some very nice hospitality when we arrived.  
Sheehan’s parents, Richard & Sharon, had the team over for a nice, home 
cooked, Italian meal when we arrived in Dallas.  I want to personally thank 
them on behalf of the team.   

Are you kidding me?  Two 10’s and two 0’s and a VERY hard fought 197.  
We hadn’t visited Texas Women’s for a meet since the early 90’s.  They run a 
very good program and the meet setting was a nice, small gym with an active 
audience.  We were going into the meet with the same lineup as three days ago 
but there is always that apprehension about problems caused by the quick 
turnaround.  Our competition order would be: Floor – Vault – Bars – Beam and 
it looked to be a very competitive meet with LSU coming in ranked just ahead 
of us at #10, we were #11. 

Stevie got us off to a good (and normal) start with a 9.8 on floor.  That 
would be the last normal moment of this meet.  Aubrey took a hard fall on her 
first tumbling pass and couldn’t complete her routine.  Now we had to have no 
mistakes by the remaining four athletes and I was running all the possible line-
up changes through my head as Aubrey was scheduled to compete on all four 
apparatus.  The next four gymnasts’ did there job as we escaped the first event 
with a great event score, 49.4.  The highlight being Katie scoring the first 10.0 
of her career. 

We rotated to vault and after a lot of conversation with Aubrey, I decided 
to leave the vault line-up alone and hoped we could have a clean event.  On the 
first vault, that hope was gone.  Erin took a pretty nasty fall on her vault, 
receiving no score and scaring half of the gym.  Now, again, we had to have the 
remaining athletes step up and hit with no room for error.  To add to this, the 
next vaulter, Aubrey, had just fallen on floor, and we could only hope that she 
could pull out a pretty difficult vault.  To her credit, she did just that and we 
went on a nice run to bring back a 49.425 on the event.  The highlight this 
time was Andi scoring her first 10.  Our running team score was a 98.825. 

We rotated to Bars and my hope was the same, 7 up-7 hits.  The first 
three routines went pretty well except that we couldn’t seem to land any 
dismount without noticeable error.  Aubrey was up fourth, and had two falls on 
her set.  So again, for the third time, the next two gymnasts had to come 
through.  Monica and Jamie D. did just that and we escaped for the third time 
with a decent event score, 49.025.  Our landing deductions had taken there toll 
as our running team score was 147.85, 0.325 behind LSU.  We did have 
another highlight though.  After many efforts, Jessamyn hit her first bar 
routine of her collegiate career in the exhibition slot. 

Immediately after Bars, I decided to end the evening for Aubrey, as 
things seemed to be going from bad to worse.  At that point it was decided that 
Andi was the best option because she is a tough competitor and she would not 
hold back under a pressure situation.  One problem though, Andi had not done 
Beam all day.  She wasn’t slated to do anything on the event so she hadn’t 
warmed up.  We all knew that that would bother us more than her.  She did a 
“Reader’s Digest” version of warm-up during the one touch and we put her at 
the end of the line-up in hopes that the five before her could take away some 
pressure.  Although we had a somewhat rough beam outing, some major 
balance checks and multiple landing deductions (again), the Beam team pulled 



it together to stay on 6-for-6.  Our event score was a 49.2 with a total meet 
score of 197.05.  We fell to LSU by .05! 

Boy this meet wore me out.  It seemed like a fire drill from the first event 
on.  Even though, there was quite a bit to be happy about.  Andi tied for the 
vault title and won the All-Around.  She also set new career high’s on Vault, 
Beam and the AA.  Jamie D. tied for both the Bars and Beam titles.  Katie tied 
for the floor title with a new personal high.  We came away with a good score 
but it felt like we had been in a fight, with self-inflicted wounds.  Hopefully 
both Erin and Aubrey will be back to health by our next meet.  We had been 
involved in three consecutive meets where the teams were very good and the 
meet went down to the last routine.  Even though we had scored two 197’s in 
the last four days, the feeling was bittersweet for the team, as we know we left 
a significant amount of points on the floor and two victories as well. 
 

 
 Vault   Beam  
1 Erin Muirhead  1 Jamie Duce 9.9 
2 Aubrey Taylor 9.775 2 Stevie Fanning 9.625 
3 Katie Johnson 9.85 3 Katie Johnson 9.85 
4 Monica Bisordi 9.925 4 Monica Bisordi 9.825 
5 Abby Pearson 9.875 5 Sheehan Lemley 9.75 
6 Andi McCabe 10.0 6 Andi McCabe 9.875 
EX Amanda Goins 9.525 EX Kristine Harper 9.175 
      
 Bars   Floor  
1 Andi McCabe 9.8 1 Stevie Fanning 9.875 
2 Stevie Fanning 9.775 2 Aubrey Taylor  
3 Sheehan Lemley 9.775 3 Jamie Duce 9.85 
4 Aubrey Taylor 8.8 4 Andi McCabe 9.9 
5 Monica Bisordi 9.775 5 Monica Bisordi 9.95 
6 Jamie Duce 9.9 6 Katie Johnson 9.925 
EX Jessamyn Salter 9.775 EX Kristine Harper 9.725 

 
 
February 27 Our last meet of the month was also our third meet in 

eight days.  We headed just up I-10 for our annual meet with ASU.  It would be 
the same line-up going again because Jamie Schell was still on “injured 
reserve”.  I felt the team was ready but the juggling act between training, rest 
and rehabilitation is always tricky this time of year.   

I will sum up the meet pretty quickly.  We uncharacteristically counted a 
fall on our first event, Bars, when both Stevie and Aubrey had difficulty 
regrasping the bar.  Then we rotated to Vault and had to count a bad vault 
when both Aubrey and Katie had difficulties.  For all practical purposes, the 
competition was over at that point as ASU was having one of their great home 
meets.  Our focus became to regroup and finish up like the team we really 
knew we were.  To the athletes’ credit, they pulled it together and scored a 
49.375 on Floor and a 49.25 on Beam.  Our total team score was a 196.225, 
respectable, but the team left the arena knowing that we were capable of more.   
Individually there were bright spots.  Jamie D. set a new personal high on Bars 
with a 9.925.  Monica and Katie scored well on Floor, 9.95 and 9.975, 



respectively.  Andi had a 9.95 on Vault as well as a 9.9 on Beam that she 
shared with Sheehan.  We will certainly do everything to regain our normal 
form as we head into the last month of the final season. 

 
 Vault   Beam  
1 Erin Muirhead 9.75 1 Jamie Duce 9.8 
2 Aubrey Taylor 9.05 2 Stevie Fanning 9.8 
3 Katie Johnson 9.325 3 Katie Johnson 9.775 
4 Monica Bisordi 9.9 4 Monica Bisordi 9.85 
5 Abby Pearson 9.9 5 Sheehan Lemley 9.9 
6 Andi McCabe 9.95 6 Andi McCabe 9.9 
EX Jamie Holton 9.675 EX Jamie Holton 9.325 
      
 Bars   Floor  
1 Andi McCabe 9.85 1 Stevie Fanning 9.8 
2 Stevie Fanning 9.175 2 Aubrey Taylor 9.825 
3 Sheehan Lemley 9.85 3 Jamie Duce 9.825 
4 Aubrey Taylor 9.25 4 Andi McCabe 9.775 
5 Monica Bisordi 9.9 5 Monica Bisordi 9.95 
6 Jamie Duce 9.925 6 Katie Johnson 9.975 
EX Jessamyn Salter 9.775    

 
 
 Final Home Meets I hope that everyone will be able to make it to 
our last home competitions of the season.  Each one is special and I know the 
team really appreciates the support.  Our last regular season meet will be 
Friday, March 12th against Arkansas.  It will be our Senior Meet, honoring our 
three seniors, Andi, Sheehan and Amanda.  Then on Saturday, March 20th, we 
will be hosting the 2004 Pac-10 Championships.  It will feature seven of the 
finest Gymnastics programs in the nation.  Finally, on Saturday, April 3rd, the 
NCAA South Central Regional Gymnastics Championships come to McKale 
Center.  I can’t tell you which teams will be here except that our team will be 
and it will be a great competition.  Hope to see you there. 

 
 Alumni Sightings  Emily Peterman called to say hi and to catch 
up.  She is currently living in the Los Angeles area starting on her coaching 
career.  Jessica Marshall called to say hi and see how it was in the “over 20° 
country.”  She is very happy in Vermont with her husband Larry and son 
Payton.  Randi Liljenquist called to wish us good luck.  She was off to a meet 
herself and couldn’t attend the Alumni meet.  Caught Becky Bowers and her 
husband Steve on the Feb. 10 “Wheel of Fortune”.  She now joins fellow alumni 
Rose McLaughlin, Jenna Karadbil, Jennifer Hunter and of course Denise 
Austin as “TV Stars.”  Lisa Heckel called to say hello while she was on a little 
vacation at La Paloma Resort.  I received a nice note from Randi Liljenquist 
letting me know what she is up to.  She is really getting her feet wet fast in the 
USAG Elite scene, traveling to training camps as well as 2 a-day workouts.   
 It was nice to see a pretty big turnout of alumni for our meet at ASU.  
Jamie Jones, Stacy Fowlkes and Tania Schneider were there together.  Stacy 
is expecting her third child and Tania told me that she is now engaged.  
Congratulations to both.  Nikki Beyschau and Alli Hay made the trip up from 



Tucson.  Becky Bowers with her husband Steve and Kristin Powers with her 
husband Chris also came down to see this year’s edition of the team.  Of 
course, Rose and Lindsay Compitello were on the floor coaching.  A real 
surprise was to see Darci Wambsgans at the meet.  She was visiting a friend in 
Tucson and I had no idea she would be there.  She came down to visit on the 
Monday, after the meet, to visit and see all of the new facilities. 

Our meet with California was also our annual alumni meet.  The alumni 
are invited back to meet the team, watch a meet along with the other events 
around McKale, and reconnect with the program they helped build.  This year, 
the alumni in attendance were: Rose McLaughlin, Cami Banholzer, Lindsay 
Compitello, Lisa Heckel, Brooke Stan, Heather Kameoka, Kara Fry, Nicci 
Filchner, Alli Hay, Sarah Galecki, Robin Horowitz, Nikki Beyschau, and 
Meagan Killpack. 

 
Boosters I really want to thank all of you who have donated to our 

GymCat Booster Fund.  It really does mean a lot to a program like ours.  The 
donations directly help us in our efforts to have one of the top gymnastics 
programs in the nation.  One that hopefully you are proud to be part of.  If you 
would like to donate, just send a check made out to “University of Arizona / 
GymCats” and send it to me here at the office.  I will get it to the proper people.  
Your donation is tax deductible and greatly appreciated.
 
 Cyberspace  As always, I will post this issue of Cat Scratches on my 
web site for anyone to access (www.u.arizona.edu/~ryden/gym.html).  Check 
out the weekly performance of the team at the official University of Arizona 
Athletic Department website (www.arizonaathletics.com then select 
gymnastics).  There is also a link to the archived Cat Scratches. 
 
Until next time…

 

 

http://www.u.arizona.edu/~ryden/gym.html
http://www.arizonaathletics.com/


 
 

2004 SCHEDULE 
 
DAY/DATE            OPPONENT        SITE       TIME / SCORE 
 
FRI / JAN 9 MICHIGAN ST. w/  E  LANSING, MI 195.425 
    LOUSIANA ST. / 
    WESTERN MICHIGAN 
 
FRI / JAN 16 UCLA TUCSON*  196.725 
 
FRI / JAN 23 STANFORD PALO ALTO, CA 194.625  
 
SAT / JAN 31 ILLINOIS-CHICAGO CHICAGO, IL  196.525 
 
FRI / FEB 6 CALIFORNIA TUCSON*  196.75 
 
FRI / FEB 13 OREGON ST. CORVALLIS, OR 196.7 
 
FRI / FEB 20 WASHINGTON TUCSON*  197.3 
 
MON / FEB 23 TEXAS WOMEN’S / LSU DENTON, TX  197.05 
 
FRI / FEB 27 ASU TEMPE, AZ  196.225 
 
FRI / MAR 5 FLORIDA GAINESVILLE, FL 7:00 PM 
 
FRI / MAR 12 ARKANSAS TUCSON*  7:30 PM 
 
SAT / MAR 20 PAC-10  TUCSON*  6:00 PM 
 CHAMPIONSHIPS  
 
SAT / APR 3 NCAA REGIONAL TUCSON*  6:00 PM 
 CHAMPIONSHIPS 
 
THU – SAT / NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS LOS ANGELES, CA 1:00 / 7:00 
APR 15-17 
 
 
*All Home Meets in McKale Center  

  


	Vault
	Beam
	Bars
	Floor
	February 20 Our third home competition and second in Februar

	Vault
	Beam
	Bars
	Floor
	Vault
	Beam
	Bars
	Floor
	Vault
	Beam
	Bars
	Floor
	DAY/DATE            OPPONENT        SITE       TIME / SCORE
	FRI / JAN 9 MICHIGAN ST. w/  E  LANSING, MI 195.425
	LOUSIANA ST. /
	WESTERN MICHIGAN
	FRI / JAN 16 UCLA TUCSON*  196.725

	FRI / FEB 6 CALIFORNIA TUCSON*  196.75



